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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editorial Production Team,

The attached version corrects several small typographical errors.

1) Page 2, the 'W' in EWhelan@cdc.gov is capitalized.

2) Page 9, paragraph 3, 'product' is rewritten as 'products'

3) Page 18, paragraph 2, sentence 1, "...detect a true relationship if PCBs- but only if PCBs...' is corrected to read, "...detect a true relationship- but only if PCBs..."

4) Page 21, reference 21, corrected "Substabcse" to "Substances"

5) Pages 29-31, tables 1-3: line weights were not consistent (only viewable in print or zoomed-in). These were corrected to be consistent with Table 4 (1.5 before/after title and at bottom of table, 0.75 pt internally).

6) Page 7, paragraph 2 should read "... and had given birth to a live infant (2,639 women)." instead of "and had given birth to a live infant after 7 months gestation (2,595 women)." Our exclusion of 44 additional women (yielding an analytic set of 2595 women) are described later in the methods.

Thank you,

Carissa Rocheleau